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A comparison of exact quantum mechanical and various semiclassical
treatments for the vibronic absorption spectrum: The case of fast
vibrational relaxation

Eran Rabani, S. A. Egorov,a) and B. J. Berne
Department of Chemistry, Columbia University, 3000 Broadway, New York, New York 10027

~Received 9 June 1998; accepted 17 July 1998!

We have extended our study of the vibronic absorption spectrum in condensed matter@S. A. Egorov,
E. Rabani, and B. J. Berne, J. Chem. Phys.108, 1407 ~1998!# to the case when the electronic
dephasing rate is slow compared to the vibrational relaxation rate in both electronic states. We find
that under such circumstances, unlike the case of fast electronic dephasing, treating all nuclear
degrees of freedom classically provides better agreement with the exact quantum treatment than the
mixed quantum-classical approximation. These results are consistent with the conclusions reached
by Bader and Berne in their study of mixed quantum-classical treatments of vibrational relaxation
processes. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!51439-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electronic spectroscopy of chromophores embed
in crystalline or liquid hosts is a valuable tool for studyin
structure and dynamics of condensed matter environme
The effect of the solvent on the chromophore is reflected
the shifts and the broadening of individual spectral lin
comprising the gas phase spectrum of the solute. As s
the electronic absorption spectra in condensed phases
received much attention.1–3

Accurate quantum mechanical calculations of such sp
tra are extremely difficult to perform in view of the larg
number of degrees of freedom involved. Hence, various
proximate treatments have been proposed in the litera
over the years.4–16 In our previous study,17 we have assesse
the accuracy of semiclassical treatments by studying an
actly solvable model for which both quantum mechani
and semiclassical results can be obtained exactly. This m
consists of a harmonic diatomic molecule bilinearly coup
to a harmonic bath with different coupling strengths in t
two electronic states of the molecule. Having perform
various semiclassical calculations for this model, we ha
found that the best overall agreement with the exact quan
results was obtained when the vibrational coordinate of
diatomic~together with its two electronic states! was treated
quantum mechanically, while the nuclear dynamics of
bath was treated classically. At first glance, this result se
to contradict the conclusions reached by Bader and Bern18

and by others,19,20 in the study of vibrational energy relax
ation in a similar system, where it was found that the fu
classical treatment of nuclear dynamics was superior to
mixed approach described above. The origin of this con
versy lies in the fact that the range of parameters studie
our previous work17 corresponds to the electronic dephasi
rate being much faster than the vibrational energy relaxa

a!Present address: Theoretical Chemistry Institute and Department of C
istry, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin 53706.
6370021-9606/98/109(15)/6376/6/$15.00
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rate in either of the two electronic states. Hence, the vib
tional relaxation processes did not have much influence
the vibronic absorption spectrum.

The purpose of the present work is to extend our pre
ous study by considering the range of parameters where
vibrational relaxation rate is larger than the electron
dephasing rate. In this case, one would expect the mi
quantum-classical treatment to become inferior to the fu
classical treatment of nuclear dynamics, as indeed will
shown below. The paper is organized as follows: in Sec
we briefly describe our model, in Sec. III we review vario
approaches to calculating the electronic absorption spectr
and in Sec. IV we present our results. Section V conclud

II. MODEL

The model described herein is identical to the one u
in our previous study of the vibronic absorption spectrum17

We consider the problem of calculating the absorption sp
trum of a diatomic molecule with a fixed orientation~re-
ferred to hereafter as the system!, coupled to a bath. We
focus on a pair of electronic states which give rise to
electronic transition when the system goes from the gro
electronic state~denoted byu0&! to the excited electronic stat
~denoted byu1&!. The system vibrational mode is treated
the harmonic approximation, and the bath is modeled b
collection of harmonic oscillators. The coupling between t
system and the bath is taken to be linear both in the sys
and in the bath vibrational coordinates. However, in orde
describe the electronic dephasing processes properly,
coupling coefficients are taken to be different for the tw
electronic states.

In the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the to
Hamiltonian can be written as

H5H0u0&^0u1H1u1&^1u, ~1!

whereH0 (H1) is the Hamiltonian for the nuclear degrees
freedom of the system and the bath, corresponding to

m-
6 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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motion on the Born–Oppenheimer potential surface wh
the system is in its ground~excited! electronic state.

The ground and excited state Hamiltonians read,

H05h0~q!1Hb~Q!1V0~q,Q!, ~2!

and

H15h1~q!1Hb~Q!1V1~q,Q!1\ve . ~3!

In Eq. ~3!, \ve is the gas phase electronic transition ene
of the diatomic molecule~for convenience we set it equal t
0!. h0(q) and h1(q) are the system Hamiltonians for th
ground~u0&! or excited~u1&! electronic states, respectively,

h0,1~q!5 1
2 p21 1

2 v0,1
2 ~q2q0,1!

2, ~4!

where q is the system mass-weighted coordinate with
frequencyv0 and equilibrium positionq0 for state u0& and
frequencyv1 and equilibrium positionq1 for stateu1&; p is
the conjugate momentum ofq.

The bath Hamiltonian in the harmonic approximati
takes the form

Hb~Q!5
1

2 (
a

Nb

Pa
21

1

2 (
a

Nb

va
2Qa

2, ~5!

where the summation indexa labels the bath mass-weighte
coordinatesQa with conjugate momentaPa , and frequen-
ciesva ; Nb is the number of bath modes.

As mentioned earlier, the system–bath coupling is ta
to be linear both in the system and in the bath coordinat

V0,1~q,Q!5(
a

Nb

ga
0,1~q2q0,1!Qa , ~6!

where ga
0 (ga

1) are the coupling strengths for the groun
~excited! electronic states, which we assume to be differ
for the two electronic states.

The reduced dynamics of the system in our mode
completely determined by the two spectral densities, for
ground and excited electronic states. We restrict ourselve
the treatment of monatomic hosts, in which case we nee
consider only acoustic phonons; the conventional choice
spectral density for acoustic phonons is the Debye mo
coupled with the deformation potential approximation17

which gives a spectral density that is proportional tov3, and
has a sharp cutoff at the Debye frequency. For numer
convenience the model can be slightly modified17 by intro-
ducing a smooth exponential cutoff

J0,1~v!5r0,1

g4

6
v3 exp~2gv!. ~7!

For simplicity we use the same functional form for the tw
spectral densities; however, they differ by an over
system–bath coupling strength (r0,1). We follow the proce-
dure outlined in our previous work to obtain the coupli
coefficients that mimic the appropriate continuous spec
density.17 This leads to the following relation between th
coupling coefficientsga

0,1 and the spectral densityJ0,1:

~ga
0,1!252vaJ0,1~va!dv, ~8!
n
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where dv is the increment used to discretize the spec
density. In all calculations shown below we choose the c
off parameterg55 in atomic units. In performing the calcu
lations, we have checked for the convergence with respec
the number of modes by increasingNb until no further
change in the Fourier transforms of the calculated correla
functions~i.e., absorption spectra! was observed. The result
reported below were obtained by settingNb5100.

III. VIBRONIC ABSORPTION SPECTRUM

We calculate the electronic spectrum within the Fer
golden rule and the electric dipole approximation.21 The nor-
malized electronic absorption spectrum is given by the F
rier transform of the real-time dipole autocorrelation functi

I ~v!5
1

2p E
2`

`

dt exp~ ivt !C~ t !, ~9!

where the real-time dipole autocorrelation function is giv
by

C~ t !5
Tr@e2bHeiHt /\me2 iHt /\m#

Tr@e2bHm2#
, ~10!

b51/kBT, Tr~¯! denotes the trace over all nuclear and ele
tronic degrees of freedom, andm is the transition-dipole op-
erator.

Within the Condon approximation,m does not depend
on the nuclear coordinates. Hence we replace the transit
dipole operator with

m5m01u0&^1u1m10u1&^0u. ~11!

We will limit the discussion to temperatures much low
than the electronic energy gap (\ve@kT). Carrying out the
trace over the electronic states results in

C~ t !5^eiH 0t/\e2 iH 1t/\&. ~12!

In the above,̂ ¯&5Trx(r0¯) denotes the trace only ove
the nuclear coordinates andx[(q,Q). The equilibrium den-
sity operator is approximated by

r05
1

Z~b!
e2b~h0~q!1Hb~Q!!, ~13!

whereZ(b) is the partition function

Z~b!5Trx@e2b~h0~q!1Hb~Q!!#

5E dx^xue2b~h0~q!1Hb~Q!!ux&. ~14!

We have made an assumption that the initial density can
written as a product of the system density and the bath d
sity, i.e., we factorize the initial conditions.22–25We find that
this approximation for the initial density does not influen
the long-time behavior~which is reflected in the structure o
the individual features of the vibronic absorption spectru!
of the dipole autocorrelation function for the set of para
eters studied here. We will further elaborate on this point
a future publication.26

Within the Fermi golden rule given above, the real-tim
dipole autocorrelation functions for our model can be cal
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lated exactly.17 We are interested in the solution forC(t) for
the following three cases, which were extensively discus
in our previous work~readers interested in the details of t
calculations should consult Ref. 17!:

~1! The fully quantum mechanical~FQM! results are ob-
tained by employing the density matrix formalism
Kubo and Toyozawa,27 or alternatively the boson algebr
technique of Balian and Brezin.28

~2! A semiclassical approximation in which the dynamics
all nuclear degrees of freedom~system and bath! are
treated classically, while the two electronic states
treated quantum mechanically. We use two alterna
propagation schemes for the classical degrees of f
dom; one on the ground electronic state@the dynamical
classical limit ~DCL!#, and the other on the arithmeti
averaged Hamiltonian@the averaged classical lim
~ACL!#.9,17 The results for both approximations are o
tained by a method developed in our previous work17

which is based on Gaussian integrals and normal m
propagation.

~3! A mixed quantum-classical~MQC! approximation in
which the system vibrational mode~in addition to its
electronic states! is treated quantum mechanically, whi
the bath is treated in the dynamical classical limit. T
effect of the bath on the spectrum in this approach
entirely given by the influence functional of Feynma
and Vernon,29 which was generalized for the prese
problem by Egorov, Rabani, and Berne.17

In the next section we will present results obtained
the dipole autocorrelation function and the vibronic abso
tion spectrum for all three cases mentioned above.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We are primarily interested in the regime where the el
tronic dephasing rate is slower than the vibrational relaxa
rate (T1

vib,T2
elec). In Fig. 1 we compare the two rates as

function of the coupling strength on the ground electro
stater0 . When the frequencies in the two electronic sta
are the same~lower panel!, the electronic dephasing rate d
pends on the magnitude of the difference between the c
pling strengthr12r0 @see Eq.~72! of Ref. 17#, while the
vibrational relaxation rate in each of the electronic sta
depends on the magnitude of the coupling strength (1/T1

vib

5pJ0,1(v0,1)/v0,1). The situation is somewhat more com
plex when the frequencies in the two electronic states
different~upper panel!. It is clearly seen in the figure that th
condition T1

vib,T2
elec can be satisfied for various sets

system–bath parameters. For the calculations reported b
we use~from now on we employ atomic units! r050.25 and
r150.24 for v05v151.0, andr050.38 andr150.24 for
v051.16 andv150.92. Both sets of parameters are chos
to ensure thatT1

vib,T2
elec.

A. Vibronic absorption spectra

We now turn to the discussion of the vibronic absorpti
spectrum given by the Fourier transform of the dipole au
correlation function@cf. Eq. ~9!#. We have calculatedI (v)
for two values ofd5q12q0 ~the relative shift in the equi-
d
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librium position of the system vibrational mode in the tw
electronic states!. The results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 f
vibrational frequencies ofv05v151.0 andv051.16, v1

50.92, respectively.
When the vibrational frequencies are the same for

two electronic states, the averaged classical limit~ACL! is
indistinguishable from the fully quantum mechanical~FQM!
result, and therefore is not shown in Fig. 2. In the absenc
‘‘shifts’’ in the equilibrium positions, the vibronic absorptio

FIG. 1. A plot of the electronic dephasing rate, 1/T2
elec, and the vibrational

relaxation rate on the ground electronic state, 1/T1
vib , versus the coupling

strength in the ground electronic state,r0 . The lower panel is forv05v1

51.0, and the upper panel is forv051.16 andv150.92. Both panels are
for an inverse temperature ofb51.0, and the coupling on the excited ele
tronic state isr150.24. Note that 1/T2

elec decreases withr0 until a minimum
is reached, and then it increases withr0 , while 1/T1

vib scales linearly with
the coupling strength.

FIG. 2. Plots of the vibronic absorption spectrum of a diatomic molec
coupled to a harmonic bath for two different relative shifts in the equil
rium position of the primary mode. The coupling strengths arer050.25 and
r150.24, and the vibrational frequenciesv0 andv1 are set equal to unity.
Note the poor agreement between the MQC and FQM results.
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spectrum is structureless. It is clearly seen that the mi
quantum-classical~MQC! approximation in the limit of fast
vibrational relaxation breaks down. The MQC underes
mates the width and the shift of the absorption spectru
This is in contrast to our previous observation for slow
brational relaxation,17 in which case the MQC approximatio
was superior in overall performance as compared to o
semiclassical approximations. The breakdown is even m
pronounced when ‘‘shifts’’ in the equilibrium positions o
the system are included. The MQC approximation only c
tures the envelope of the spectrum, and fails to predict
individual vibronic features. We find that for the low tem
perature studied here, the MQC starts to break down w
the electronic dephasing rate is slightly below the vibratio
relaxation rate. As expected based on the work of Bader
Berne,18 the problems with MQC are somewhat less p
nounced for higher temperatures.

The dynamic classical limit~DCL! is in good agreemen
with the FQM results in the absence of ‘‘shifts’’ in the equ
librium positions. When the ‘‘shifts’’ are included, the DC
does capture the overall shape and width of the individ
vibronic features; however, they are shifted with respec
the FQM results.17

It is interesting to examine a more general case when
system vibrational frequencies in the two electronic states
different. In Fig. 3 we plot the absorption spectrum for su
a case. The DCL results are essentially the same as fo
previous case~i.e., the widths of the individual features a
slightly overestimated and their positions are shifted!, and
hence are not shown for the clarity of presentation.

Once again the MQC approximation in the absence
‘‘shifts’’ in the equilibrium positions fails to agree with th
FQM results; however, for this set of parameters it overe
mates the width of the absorption spectrum. When
‘‘shifts’’ in the equilibrium positions are included, the MQC
approximation does exhibit a vibronic structure, unlike t

FIG. 3. Plots of the vibronic absorption spectrum of a diatomic molec
coupled to a harmonic bath for two different shifts in the equilibrium po
tion of the primary mode. The coupling strengths arer050.38 andr1

50.24, and the vibrational frequencies are taken to be different in the
electronic states~v051.16 andv150.92!.
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case whenv05v1 ; however, it clearly overestimates th
width of individual features, and also some are misplace

The averaged classical limit~ACL! is not exact for this
choice of parameters, as can be clearly seen in Fig. 3. N
ertheless, this approximation provides good agreement w
the FQM results, although the individual lines are somew
misplaced.

B. Dipole autocorrelation function

In this subsection we consider the origin of the discre
ancies between various semiclassical approximations and
fully quantum mechanical results. To this end, we perform
detailed examination of the time-dependent dipole autoc
relation function. In our previous work17 we have introduced
the ‘‘rotation’’ @R(t)# and ‘‘shift’’ @S(t)# functions, which
are associated with the rotation between the normal mode
each electronic state and the shifts in their equilibrium po
tions, respectively. In terms of these functions, the dip
autocorrelation function takes a very simple form: ln@C(t)#
5R(t)1S(t). When the coupling between the system and
bath in the two electronic states is the same, the ‘‘rotatio
term vanishes@R(t)50#, and when the shifts in the equilib
rium positions in the two electronic states are the same,
‘‘shift’’ term vanishes @S(t)50#. Hence, these function
simplify the interpretation of the results in the time doma

In Figs. 4 and 5 we plotR(t) and S(t) for the set of
parameters used in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. The res
shown are forb51.0 andd52.0. The ‘‘rotation’’ term does
not depend on the value ofd and the ‘‘shift’’ term vanishes
whend50.0; therefore, we do not display the results for t
latter case. All three semiclassical approximations prov
good agreement with the FQM results at short times. T
reflects the good agreement for the envelope of the vibro
absorption spectrum shown in the previous plots.

e
-

o

FIG. 4. Plots of the real and imaginary part of the ‘‘rotation’’~left panels!
and ‘‘shift’’ ~right panels! functions for the FQM results and all the sem
classical approximations. The vibrational frequenciesv0 and v1 are set
equal to unity, the relative shift in the equilibrium position isd52.0, and the
coupling strengths arer050.25 andr150.24. The ACL is indistinguishable
from the FQM results, while the MQC approximation provides the wo
agreement with the FQM results.
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As mentioned earlier, whenv05v1 , the ACL is essen-
tially exact. The small discrepancy between the ACL a
FQM results can be traced to the difference in the ther
probability used to perform the averaging. The agreem
between the ACL and the FQM results is very good for
‘‘rotation’’ term, even when the frequencies are different
the two electronic states; however, the imaginary part of
‘‘shift’’ term has an additional time-dependent linear term
which is responsible for the small shift of the ACL spectru
~Fig. 3!.

The intermediate and long-time behavior of the dynam
cal classical ‘‘rotation’’ term~DCL! is qualitatively similar
to the FQM ‘‘rotation’’ term. The slopes of the real part o
R(t) are slightly different for both sets of parameters; ho
ever, the imaginary part ofR(t) deviates significantly from
the FQM results when the two system frequencies are dif
ent. Regarding the DCL ‘‘shift’’ term, we observe that
long times the real part follows the FQM results whenv0

5v1 , but deviates significantly whenv0Þv1 . The imagi-
nary part of the ‘‘shift’’ term displays a linear time depe
dence at long times~which is not seen when the frequenci
are different since this effect steps in at later times!; how-
ever, unlike the averaged classical ‘‘shift’’ term, which e
hibits this linear dependence only whenv0Þv1 , the linear
term exists for both sets of frequencies in the DCL. This f
explains a relatively large shift in the DCL vibronic absor
tion spectra shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

The MQC approximation provides the worst agreem
with the FQM results, in contrast to the case when the e
tronic dephasing rate is faster than the vibrational relaxa
rate. This is clearly seen in the real parts of the ‘‘rotatio
terms which are markedly below their FQM counterpa
when v05v1 , and above these whenv0Þv1 . This mis-
match is the cause for the large discrepancy in the width
the absorption line in the absence of shifts in the equilibri
positions. In addition to that, we find that the real and ima
nary parts of the ‘‘shift’’ function oscillate in a much mor

FIG. 5. The same as Fig.~4! but for the case of different system frequenci
for the two electronic states,v051.16 and v150.92. The coupling
strengths arer050.38 andr150.24.
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pronounced way as compared to the FQM case, and the
plitude of the oscillations increases with time. The situati
is somewhat better whenv0Þv1 , mainly due to the smaller
ratio between the electronic dephasing rate and the vi
tional relaxation rate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have extended our study of the vibro
absorption spectrum of a diatomic molecule coupled to
bath,17 in order to assess the accuracy of several semicla
cal approximations. We have focused on the limit of fa
vibrational relaxation compared to the electronic dephas
in order to establish a connection with the results obtain
for semiclassical treatments of vibrational energy relaxat
processes.18–20

In our previous work we have shown that the mix
quantum-classical treatment for the vibronic absorption sp
trum provides the best overall agreement with the fully qu
tum mechanical results for a large range of system–bath
rameters. This seems surprising in view of the conclusi
reached by Bader and Berne,18 and by others,19,20 according
to which the fully classical treatment is superior to the mix
one in the context of vibrational energy relaxation. Howev
the results of Ref. 17 were obtained for the range of para
eters where the decay of the real-time dipole autocorrela
function was completely dominated by the electronic deph
ing, and not by the vibrational energy relaxation~i.e.,
1/T2

elec.1/T1
vib!.

In the present work we have shown that the mix
quantum-classical treatment breaks down when the vib
tional relaxation rate is larger than the electronic dephas
rate (1/T2

elec,1/T1
vib), which is consistent with the predic

tions made for vibrational relaxation processes.18–20We find
that the condition (1/T2

elec,1/T1
vib) can be satisfied for a wide

range of system–bath parameters. For more realistic sys
models, we anticipate that the above condition can oc
when, for example, the change in the molecular dipole up
excitation is small, but the molecule is strongly coupled
the bath in both electronic states. However, this is not
only case for which the mixed quantum-classical approxim
tion breaks down, since the condition (1/T2

elec,1/T1
vib) can

occur for a wide range of system and bath parameters. Th
fore, for realistic systems, one must estimateT2

elec and T1
vib

prior to applying a detailed mixed quantum-classical tre
ment.

We also find that the average classical limit provides
best overall agreement with the fully quantum mechani
results ~when 1/T2

elec,1/T1
vib!, although the individual vi-

bronic features in the spectrum are slightly misplaced. T
good agreement between the averaged classical limit and
fully quantum mechanical results is expected based on
phase-space analysis of the Wigner transform as given
Ref. 17. A detailed examination of the phase-space equat
reveals the fact that the averaged classical limit might a
break down for more realistic systems, which are not
scribed by the quadratic model.

Bader and Berne18 have shown that the vibrational relax
ation rate on a given electronic state harmonic surface
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identical for the fully quantum mechanical and fully classic
treatments of the nuclear motion, and is very poorly appro
mated by a mixed ensemble in which the molecular nuc
motion is treated quantum mechanically and the bath nuc
motions are treated classically. Their observation provide
explanation for the breakdown of the mixed quantu
classical approximation and for the success of the avera
classical limit here, since the vibronic absorption spectrum
dominated by the vibrational relaxation processes in
above regime (1/T2

elec,1/T1
vib).

Finally, we would like to point out that our conclusion
are based on a quadratic model for the nuclear degree
freedom. Nevertheless, the failure of the semiclassical tr
ments for our simple model indicates potential problems
the use of such treatments for more complex systems.
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